
forecast and chmatology higher later. This model is especiaHy useful to generate hurricane

track forecasts to perform longterm simulations, for example, one year, when the real time

forecasting data are not available.

A statistical model for hurricane strength forecasting based on fo~ error percent has

also been developed for the simulation program EVACSIM.



CHAPTER 4

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
OF MODU COLLISION PROBABILITY

4.1 Introduction

Simulation is a technique for conducting experinents in a laboratory or on a digital

computer in order to model the behavior of a system If the relationships that compose the

system are simple enough, it may be possible to use mathematical methods  such as

algebra, calculus, or probability theory! to obtain exact information on questions of

interest; this is caned an analytic solution. However, many real-worM systems are too

complex to allow realistic models to be evaluated analytically, and there are few

fundamental laws which can be used to predict the response of the system, and these

systems must be studied by means of simulation. In a simulation we use a computer to

evaluate a system numericaHy, and data are gathered in order to estimate the true

characteristics of the system.

Monte-Carlo simulation is usuany used for problems involving random variables of known

or assumed probability distributions. Using statistical sampling techniques, a set of values

of the random variables is generated in accordance with the corresponding probabihty

distributions. These values are used to obtain a sample" solution. By repeating the

process and generating many sets of sirnuhted data, many sample solutions can be

determined. Statistical analysis of the sample solutions is then performed.



Monte-Carlo techniques were first used by U.S. nuclear bomb researchers to test the

reaction of atoms during nuclear explosion during WorM War II. The experiment was

conducted in Monte Carlo and that is where its name came from.

Owing to improvements in computing power and in simulation software these years, the

simulation's value and usage have increased and the application areas extended to other

fieMs besides physics. In space science, the direct Monte Carlo simulation has been applied

to satellite contamination studies  Rault k Woronowicz, 1995!. In atmospheric sciences, it

has been applied to study the transfer of solar or thermal radiation through atmospheres

 Evans, 1993!, and to study the impact of various cloud morphologies  roughness, voids,

waves, and horizontal spreading! on radiative properties of finite, thin, model cirrus clouds

 Chylek k. Dobbie, 1995!. In environmental geology, it has been used to develop a deep

bed filtration simulator that is capable of describing the motion and deposition of

suspended particles in the interior of downflow, upflow, and horizontal flow filters and of

predicting their collection efnciency at the initial filtration stages  Burganos, Paraskeva

and Payatakes, 1995! and to evaluate the uncertainty in 3 existing analytical groundwater

poHution transport models  Bobba, Singh and Bengtsson, 1995!. There are some other

areas of apphcation such as to analysis the regional rainfaH frequency in Louisiana

 Naghavi and Yu, 1995! and to study the migration of deep-weH injected waste in

heterogeneous confining layers  Rhee; Reible and Constant, 1993!.
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Simulation has been used as a tool to evaluate offshore construction alternatives

 McCarron, 1971!. Chen used a Monte Carlo simulation approach to offshore

construction project planning and scheduling  Chen and Rawstron, 1983!. Slomski and

Vivatrat used Monte Carlo simulation procedures to evaluate risks of Arctic ofFshore

operations  Slomski and Vivatrat, 1986!. %'en used Monte Carlo techniques to develop

risk models for offshore structures  Wen, 1988!. Hu and Gupta used the Monte Carlo

simulations and time-domain techniques to include aB nonlinear phenomena when they

investigated the effects of free surface fluctuation and the nonlinearity of wave kinematics

on total wave forces and on the dynamic responses of ofFshore structures  Hu, Gupta,

Zhao, 1995!.

MODU movement in a hurricane is a very complicated process. The environmental force

and the MODU moving direction are time-dependent variables. In 1992, an analytical

method was developed by TRIDENT CONSULTANTS LTD to solve a similar problem,

evaluation of the collision probability between Floating Storage Unit  FSU! and platforms

around it in Gulf of Thailand  GOT!  Webster, 1992!.

In this procedure, the probability that the FSU would collide with a platform was treated

as the product of three other probabilities These were,

1! the probability that the FSU would break its mooring,

2! the probability that it would move in the direction of a platform, and

3! the probability that it would encounter a platform in its direction of travel.



This collision probabiTity may be expressed as a simple equation either for aH platforms

around it or for each individual platform. It may be calculated on an annual basis as in

Equation 4.1 and 4.2, or on a ceH and generating storm basis as in procedures developed

during the study:

�.1!p' � p p'p'
c ~ o e

F, = P,g P,' ~ P,'! �.2!

where,

F,: Annual probability of the breakaway FSU colliding with any platforms

P,: Annual probability of the breakaway FSU colliding with platform p

P,: Annual probability of FSU breaking away from its moorings

P,': Probability the FSU moves in the direction of platform p, this is equivalent to

the wind blowing over the FSU towards the platform

P,': Probability of the FSU encountering platform p

p: Denotes platforms around the FSU

p' =p ~ p' ~ p' � 3!

F = P ~ $ P' ~ P' !'e �.4!
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The two equations above can be rewritten by replacing the annual probabilities of

breakaway and colhsion with the probabilities for a particular category of generating storm

at a given location in the gird:



Where, Probabilities refer to individual cells denoted by i and particular generating storm

intensities categories denoted by j.

'nie first of these three probabilities, that the FSU breaks its mooring, P,, was provided by

Webster �992! in the form of a curve for conditional failure probability of the mooring

chains vs. significant wave height. The second, P;, could be assumed to be synonymous

with the probability density function for wind direction. The last of the three probabiTities,

P,', was calculated using geometric arguments. Ir was later refined slightly by including

some information on the FSUs expected motion after breakaway in the direction.

The procedure is very ideal for the problem in GOT, since the complex of platforms are aH

located within a 30 x 70 Nautical iniies rectangle. Thus, it is relatively easy to calculate

P.and P,. But, in Gulf of Mexico, there are relatively larger fields and many more

platforms. So a MODU can have a long trip before it collides with a platform Further, as

the hurricane center moves, the associated wind and wave field will also change with timbre.

Thus, the MODU route will be curved in responses to the changing wind and wave field.

Also, there are different mooring failure modes  mooring hnes broken and anchors

dragging! and different MODU moving modes   kee floating and skipping!. These factors

wiH have a great influence on the MODU route and on the collision probability. In these

cases it would be very dif5cult to calculate the P., P,. As a result, the process is

proposed to be modeled by direct computer simulations using the probability models for
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the hurricane pararrM:ters, the MODU's movements to the site, and the number of

hurricanes.

The MODU movement simulation model is based on:

1! available statistics and hindcast results for hurri~es in the Gulf of Mexico since the

turn of the century MMS, 1993!;

2! numerical models of wind, wave, current and their load effect on a platform; and

3! probability models to include the hurricane parameter variabiTity, hurricane model

uncertainties, and the spatial geometry.

The input to the simulation model is:

1! The location of the MODU and surrounding large facilities, e.g.,  X�,Y�!and

 X�Y,!; where  X�, Y�! are coordinates of MODU's location and  X�Y,! are

coordinates of surrounding large facilities;

2! MODU parameters, e.g., displacement, draft, and mooring system capacity;

3! Hurricane parameters, e.g., AP,V,,R�, which are the pressure difference, storm

translation speed and radius of maximum wind speed;

4! Hurricane direction parameters, e.g., X�rp, which are defined in Figure 4.5.

The output of the model is the probability of collision between the MODU and

surrounding large facilities during the considered time period.
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4.2 Simuhtion Modeling

4.2.1 Hurricane Statistics

The hurricane parameters of the most interest are the differential barometric pressure

 inside - outside! the hurricane  dP!, the radius of the maximum wind speed R! and the

storm translation speed  V,!. Based on a statistical analysis of the characteristics of past

hurries in the Gulf of Mexico along the coastal area of Texas and Louisiana since the

turn-of-the-century  MMS, 1993!, their rrean values, stm9ard deviations, coefficient of

variation and the correlation matrix are suimreriaA in Table 4.1 and 4.2. The table values

represent the maximum values observed when the storm crossed the shelf. Only storms

with R less than 100 nm  nautical mile! are considered.

Table 4.1 Hurricane Moment Statistics �10 Humcanes Represented!

Table 4.2 Correlation Coefficient Matrix



The fit results are sumrnariA in Figure 4.l. Goodness-of-fit tests were also performed.

From the statistics point of view, some of the fit results should be rejected. However, the

fit results axe still acceptable for engineering applications.

The three parameters, hP, R and V�are modeled as jointly Lognormal random variables

with parameters given in Table 4.3. The logarithmic transforms of these parameters follow

a jointly normal distribution. It is pointed out that the Lognormal distribution has been

used in almost all previous risk studies of hurricanes e.g., Batts, et al., 1980; Russell,

1968!. It is a convenient model to use, in particular, in treating correlated random

quantities.

Figure 4.1 Fit Results for Hurricane Parameters



Table 4.3 Hurricane Parameter Distributions

On the basis of the statistical evaluations performed by Ward. et aL�978! and Sea �975!,

the hurricane track shelf edge crossings, X,  Figure 4.5!, is assumed to be uniform

distributed. The hurricane track direction at shelf edge crossing, q  Figure 4.5!, is

assumed to follow a triangular distribution. The peak value is 101 degrees relative to the

coast line orientation  Wen, 1988!.

30

26

26

Figure 4.2 Gulf Coastal Water Regions  Ward, et al., 1978!
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4.2.2 Modeling MODU Movement

When a MODU drifts in hurricanes, there are two moving modes that depend on water

depth and the MODU draft. They are defined as:

Mode A: Floating

Mode B: Skipping

Mode C: Stopped

T = MODU draft

T d+dd

Ad+ d   T   hd+d+q

T! dd+d+q

where,

d = water depth

maximum wave height

hd = surge of sea surface
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Previous investigations e.g., Haring and Heideman, 1978! have shown that the occurrence

of hurricanes over time can be approximately modeled as a simple Poisson Process  Bea,

1975!. The mean occurrence rate per time is, therefore, the only paraireter squired of the

occurrence in a specified region. From Ward, et aL �978!, the occurrence rates for

hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico regions A, B, C, D in Figure 4.2 are respectively 0.459,

0.563, 0.587, and 0.563 per year. As the widths of the regions are 360 nautical miles, the

hurricane occurrence statistics may alternatively be described by the nean rate of the

storm tracks crossing the 600ft. depth contour line per year per nautical mile. For

example, the occurrence rates at a point in region A, B, C, and D are correspondingly

0.00127, 0.00156, 0.00163, and 0.00156/year-nautical mile. Interpolation may be used to

determine the occurrence rate at any given location on the contour line.



4.2B MODU Moving Distance Modeling

In either Mode A or Mode B, the MODU is modeled as free floating and dragging

condition. It is assumed that during each short period of simulation time step,  At!, the

MODU's moveaent reaches steady-state. Under this assumption, the MODU moves with

a steady velocity and the total storm horizontal force is equal to the wave resistance.

4.2.3.1 Case A: MODU Floating

a! Free Boating Condition

F =F +F

= F = [C,A,p/2][V � V ]' �.5!

C, =0.7

A, = Projected Area

p =64 lb/ft"3

F = Steady wind force

F�= Mean wave drift force

where

So:

+VV� � 6!

=V �.7!and,

where,

At = hurricane simulation time period case A- MODU Floating

During a short period of time  At!, the MODU is assumed to move with a steady

velocity, We assume that the total hurricane horizontal steady force is equal to the viscous

drag force on the hull of the MODU.  See Figure 2.4!



b! Dragging Condition

F =F +F � F

= F =[C A p/2][V -V ]' �.8!

where,

C, =0.7

A, =Projected Area

p =64 lb/ft"3

F = Steady wind force

F = Mean wave drift force

So

�.9!+V

�.10!and,

Here, the dynamic anchor drag force is assumed as  Sea, 1990!:

�.1 1!

c=0.5, V, =30%.where,

t = hurricane time period case A � MODU Floating
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Here, we also assune the MODU moves with a steady velocity, so the total hurricane

horizontal steady force minus anchor dragging force is equal to the viscous drag force.



4.29M Case B: MODU Skipping

When the MODU moves in the skipping mode, during a wave period, the MODU will

move when T dd+d+q, and it will stop when T>M+d+q, where dd, d and

tl are defined as sea surface surge, water depth and wave height. Since the wave period is

short, the MODU can be assumed to be forced by a steady acceleration. 'Am following

motion differential equation needs to be solved:

F�+ F + [C,A,p/2] V � V !' = M V
�.12a!

Since V is small in this case and could be neglected, Equation 4.12a can be simplified

F�+ F + [C,A,p/2]V' = M V~ �.12b!to:

and the moving distance in a wave period can be determined as:

1
= � ~ V~ ~ At'

2
�.13!

42.4 MODU Collision Modeling

The surrounding structures are assumed to be located within several large target circles

with radius R, from 0.5 to 5 niTL Collision happens when the MODU runs into one of these

circles and collides with structures within the circle. From the simulation, the MODU's

route is determined. If the distance between the route and the center of the circle is less

than R� the MODU has encountered the circle. To determine whether or not the MODU

collides with structures within the circle, a pre-calculated simulation was performed.



During the pre-simulation, the MODU is assumed to rrgving in a straight line within the

circle before collision happens. nM: direction in which the MODU enters the circle is

assumed uniformly distributed kom 0 -l80 . Target structures are also assumed

uniformly distributed within the circle. With a given circle radius and the number of

structures within the circje, the distance between these structures and the MODU route is

determined. The collision happens if one of these distance is less than safety distance, say

With a given R, and N, the process is repeated many tirres to get the probability of

collision on the condition of that the MODU runs into the circle. For different R, and N,

the simulation results are summarized in Figure 4.3.

ProbckNIly d Collision vs. Qruelve embers

0 2D 4! 60 Kl RS 1X 14! 160

Nurser af Shuclues

Figure 4.3 Probability of Collision vs. Structure Numbers

Based on the results from the simulation, the following observations can be made:
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1. R52nm, the coHision probability increases rapidly from 30% to 80% when N

increases from 10 to 30. When N is larger than 40, the collision probabiTity is very high

and does not change much when N incvmms.

2. R 2 3 nm, the coHision probability increases slowly with N.

3. In both cases, the coHision probabiTity incnmses rapidly at first, then slows down when

N is large.

4. The maximum allowable number of structures within a given circle, R, with an

acceptable coHision probabilities if a MODU runs into the circle can be determined,

e.g., for R=3.6 nm and acceptable risk is 20%, the aHowable maximum number of

structures is about 10.

5. For most circles  radius R=2.4 nm and number of structures within the circle N=40!,

the collision probability is approximately 60%.

4.25 Modeling of Holding after the Collision

During hurricane Andrew, the Zane Barns  AHan, 1988! collided with several platforms

after breaking loose from its location. Based on this and similar experience, we know that

a MODU may or may not remain at the initial collision location for hours before it starts

to move again. As a result of the change in environmental conditions that develop during

the holding period, the MODU drift direction could change significantly after coHisions.

The MODUSIM user can determine whether or not holding happens and how long it is

held after a collision. It can be seen Rom Figure 4.4 that the MODU's moving route

changes a lot if it is held for one hour after the first collision.
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Holding for 2 hours at the First Collision

No Holding

Figure 4.4 Modeling of Holding
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49 Monte Carlo Simulation

The simulation procedure developed during this research can be summ trized as follows:

1! Select a reference kame in which the site is located. See Figure 4.5!;

2! Generate a random number, n, of hurricanes which occur during the period of

consideration, ie., 1 year, using a Poisson distribution with an occurrence statistics at

the location;

3! Generate a sets of random variables X,M,R,q, VH according to the distribution and

joint distribution functions given in Section 4.2;

4! For each set of the parameters generated in 3!, calculated the wind, wave and current

force tine histories at the site according to the parameter models. If the MODU

mooring system is failure, then determine the MODU moving route time history during

the humcane;

5! Check if the distance between large facilities and the MODU moving route is smaller

than the safety distance;

6! Repeat steps 2-5 N times trials! and record the number of trials in which the collision

happens, say c, the relative frequency c/N for large N is the estimate of the probability

that the MODU will collide with large facilities in I years.

The detailed procedure is iHustrated in Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 and described in later

Sections.



0

Random variables

Uniform distribution

VH 3 o,q,RAP

Triangle distribution

Jointly lognorminalVH g,wP
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Figure 4.5 Monte Carlo Simulation Reference



Figure 4.6 Monte Carlo Simulation Procedure
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Figure 4.7 Monte Carlo Simulation Procedure
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4.3.1 Computer Simulation Approach

The following steps detailed the MODUSIM approach:

l! Select a reference kame in which the site is located.  See Figuxe 4.5!

A reference is selected in which the MODU is located. The X-axis is chosen as parallel

to the coastal line, and Y-axis is chosen as perpendicular to the coastal line. The user

determined information includes:

a! Original point of the xeference  longitude and latitude!;

b! The width of the reference frame  Xmax-Xmin!;

c! The distance from X-axis to coastal line;

d! The water depth at the site of MODU's location;

e! The MODU's parameters;

f! The MODU's mooring capacity;

g! User defined mooring system failure mode.

Based on such information, x and y coordinates of the MODU in the reference frame

are determined.

The user also needs to determine the  X, Y! locations of large facility circles around

the MODU which are the possible collision targets. The corresponding collision

probabilities within these circles can be found from Figure 4.3.



3! Generate a sets of random variables X,dP, R,y, V�according to the distribution and

joint distribution functions given in Section 4.2.

4! For each set of the parameters generated in 3!, calculated the wind, wave and current

force time histories at the site according to the parametric models. If the MODU

mooring system fails, then determine the MODU's moving route time history during

the hurricane.

As in Figure 4.5, the hurricane is assumed to be a storm traveling along a straight hne with

a given translation speed and direction during each simulation time step, ht. Changes in

the storm strength parameters after shelf edge crossing axe not considered.

The coordinates of the hurricane center are:

X =X +V tcostp �.14!

Y =V tsinrp �.15!

j05

2! Generate the number, n, of hurricanes which occur during the period of consideration,

Le., 1 years, within the reference &arne using a Poisson distribution with an occurrence

statistics at the location, Le., y,. For example, if the reference &arne is chosen at area

C, with width 100 nm, we know the occurrence rate at a point in region C is

0.00163/year-nxn  Figure 4.2!, so the occurrence rate within the reference &arne is

0.163/year.



Uniform distributionwhere,

Triangular distribution

Jointly log normal distributionV,R,BE

The distance between MODU and the hurricane center is:

�.16!

The environmental force acting on the MODU are:

a! Wind force: The wind force acting on the MODU is calculated using the

procedure given in Section 2.3.3.1. The direction of the wind force y,  polar angle

in degree! is given by  refer to Figure 4.5 for definition of y, P, tx, and 8 !:

= P +y+90' �.17!

whew:

f3 =8+a+90' �.18!

Y�� Y�8 = 90' � q!+ arctg
X�-X�

X� X� �.19!

Y�� Y�8 = 270 � tp+ arctg
X�-X�

X�> X�and, �.20!

The coordinate of the mooring MODU and large faciTities are  X�, Y�! and  X, Y�!,

 i=1, to n, where n is the number of large facilities around the MODU!.



�.21!a = 22+10cos8

b! Wave force: The wave force is calculated using the procedure given in Section

2.3.3.3. The direction of the wave force g,  polar angle in degree!, is given by:

= P +qj -90' �.22!

where:

r,P = 8+ a+ a  � !' � 90' �.23!

a = 144+ 39cos8 � 25sin 8-15cos28 �.24!

�.25!b=-0.08

Here 0,,8 are the same as in wind force.

� ~
Frau = Fw + F~+ Fceeea = Fi+ Fs �.26!

IF, ~ = F,' + F,' + 2F, F, cos y, - y,! �.27!

where F�F, denotes wind and wave forces . The direction, p,  polar angle in

degree! is:

c! Current Force: The current force is calculated using the procedure given in Section

2.3.3.2. Here we assume the direction of the current force is the sane as that of the

wind force. Then, as shown in Figure 4.8, the total environmental forces acting on the

MODU is:



F' +F'-F'
=y, +arccos  ' ' '!

2F F,
�.28!

Figure 4.8 Environmental Force Configuration

After ht, ie., 2 hour, the hurricane center and the MODU wiH move to a new place.

The new position of the hurricane center and the MODU is:

X '=X +V Dtcos p �.29!

During the hurricane time history, in each short tine period, i.e., 2 hour, we check

whether the environmental force exceeds the MODU mooring capacity. If the mooring

system fails, then the MODU wiH move in the direction the same as the direction of

the total environmental force, with velocity V, where V is calculated using the
M

procedure given in Section 4.2.3.



Y '= Y +V htsinq! �.30!

�.31!X '= X + V Atcosy

Y '= Y +V Atsing, �.32!

%be above procedure is repeated until the MODU collides with large facilities or the

MODU stops.

The MODU runs into the circle when the distance between the center of the circle and the

MODU moving route, say d, is less then R, where d is given by the following

procedure:

The linear equation of the MODU moving route during one short time period ht is:

Y � Y�= tg g, ! X � X�! �.33!

tg g !X � Y+ Y�� X�tg g, ! =0 �.34!So,

We let,

C = Y�� X�tg y !A =tg y, !

Then, we have:

5! Check if the distance between large facilities and the MODU moving route is smaHer

than the safety distance.



AX�+BY +
~A'+B' �.35!

where, X�5 X�5 X'�and Y�C Y�5 Y �are the coordinates of large facilities.

gC,P,happens, say c, the relative &equency ' ' for large N is the estimate of the
N

probability that the MODU wiU collide with large facilities in one year.

During the simulation, record the number of trials in which the MODU runs into each

circle, C;, thus for large N, the estimate of the probability of collision is:

gC,P runs into circle! =
N

�.36!

gC,P,P collides with struck@! =
N

�.37!

C,P collide with given target circle! =
N

�.38!

C,P,P collide with structure within certain circle! =
N

�.39!

N = number of trials;where,

C, = number of trials in which the MODU runs into the given target area;

P, = probabiTity of collision with structures within the given target circle i,

with given radius of circle R,! and number of structures within the circle N, !, P, can be

found from Figure 4.3.
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6! Repeat steps 2-5 N times trials! and record the number of trials in which the collision



4.32 Variance Reduction Techniques

Statisticians and practitioners have developed several techniques for drawing random

samples. The Latin Hyper cube sampling is used in the MODUSIM program It recreates

the input distribution through sampling in fewer iterations when compared with the Monte

Carlo method, especially if the input distribution is highly skewed or has sorre outcoaes

of low probability.

The key to Latin Hyper cube sampling is stratification of the input probability

distributions. Stratification divides the curnuhtive curve into equal intervals on the

cumulative probability scale� to 1.0!. A sample is then randomly taken Rom each interval

or " stratification" of the input distribution. Sampling is forced to represent values in each

interval, and thus, is forced to recreate the input probability distribution.

X =gp, X. �.40!

where X, is the sample mean for the kth strata. It can be shown that X~ is an unbiased

estimator of 1L . It can also be shown that  Cochran, 1977!:

Stratified sampling procedures involved the definition of a variable y from which the

stratification classes 6, can be defined. The random samples for X, are then stratified by

eximining y, corresponding to the ith observation and classifying X, to be in the kth

strata if y, e G,. It is assumed that p, = P y e G ! is known and the sample nM:an based

on stratification is computed as:



V~X.] = gp*,V~X,] ~ V~X] �.41!

so that a variars"~ reduction may be obtained through stratification. Greater variance

reductions are obtained when the absolute difFerences between the strata neans, lt,, and

population mean, p, are large.

The technique being used during Latin Hyper cube sampling is "samphng without

replacement". The number of stratification of the cumulative distribution is equal to the

number of iterations performed. For example, for 100 iterations, 100 stratification are

made to the cumulative distribution. A sample is taken from each stratification. However,

once a sample is taken from a stratification, this stratification is not sampled from again--

its value is already represented in the sampled set. For sampling within a given

stratification, the program chooses a stratification for sampling then randomly chooses

value from within the selected stratification.

Y .
then P = � is the unbiased estimation of probability of collision   P,!, which has mean

N

P �, � P !
P,, variance ' ' ' . The standard error of the estimation is:

N
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4.3.3 Sample size

The simulated data according to Monte-Carlo method should be treated as a sample of

experirrental observation, and therefore, is subjected to sampling error. The simulation can

be modeled as a binomial process. Let Y denote the number of collisions on the N trials,



SE P ! = '0
N

�.42!

The coefficient of variation of the probability based on simulation is:

COV =
P

�.43!

0.3

0.2

0.1

200 500 1000 2000

Collision Probability versus Sample Size

Figure 4.9 Collision Probability vs. Sample Size
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It is seen that the C.O.V. is dependent on the number of simulations N and the probability

of collision, P,. Therefore, since the estimated probability P, is small which is usually the

case, N should be hrge enough to decrease the error. For example, for N=3000, the

coeKcient of variation is approximately 10% at P, =0.03. This can be seen in Figure 4.9

and Table 4.4.



Table 4.4 Estimated Collision Probability vs. Sample Size

No.5ample ¹ 200 500 2000 5000

0.006 0.0132

0.015 0.0144

0.021 0.0168

0.018 0.02016

0.0219 0.01716

0.0174 0.02028

0.021 0.0168

0.018 0.0156

0.018 0.02016

0.0234 0.01656

0.018 0.012

0.021 0.0204

0.0213 0.01908

0.0171 0.02232

0.0189 0.01908

0.0177 0.01704

0.018 0.0192

0.024 0.0192

0.012 0.0216

0.0174 0.01692

0.005254 0.003172

0.0186 0.01812

0.01923 0.018996

0.002175 0.001805

10

Mean

St.D

COY. 0.301929 0.187493 0. 113085 0.095016

Simulation has been done based on different sample size, from 200 to 5000. AH the

simulation input data setting are the sane as the verification of Function ¹1 in Section

4.3.3. It can be seen that when sample size reaches 2000, the COV. is almost 10% and the

COV. does not reduce much even when the sample size increases to 5000. Based on the

foregoing analysis, the sample size is chosen as 2000 in MODUSIM simulations.



4.4 Parametric a118 Case StudieS

4.4.1 Introduction

Vie simulation program MODUSIM developed during this research has four major

functions:

¹1. Given a MODU's location, estimates the probability of mooring system failure and

probability of collision with surrounding structuxes after mooring failure;

¹2. Given MODU's location and possible coming humcanes, predicts hurricanes coming

routes, estimates the probabiTities of mooring failure and the probabilities of collision,

and calculates the time to system failure;

¹3. Given a known hurricane's track, straight line or curved, simulates whether the

mooring system will break and also the MODU's moving route after mooring failure;

¹4. Given preferred MODU siting location and acceptable radius of siting area, estimates

the coHision probabiTities at eight orientations within the acceptable area and gives a

suggestion on the least collision probability location.

For parametric and sensitivity study, Function ¹1 of MODUSIM was used. The MODU

"Zane Barnes", which moved very significant distance during hurricane Andrew in 1992

was used as an exaxnple in the parametric and sensitivity study. And in order to have

con6dence in the estimation of the collision probability, the sample size required, N, was

chosen as 2000 as discussed in Section 4.3.3.
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4.42 Simulation Setting and MODU's Parameters

The principal dimensions of the semi-submersible drilling unit "Zane Barnes" are

sumnmized in Allan �988! and Appendix E. Prior to hurricane Andrew, the Zane Barnes

was located at La-Grand Isle Block 87 with 170 f't depth of water in the Gulf of Mexico.

 Longitude 90'S, Latitude 28'40' !. The storm track of "Andrew" and storm parameters

were documented by Oceanweather �992! and are presented in Figure 4.10.

As the hurricane loading on the MODU is large enough to break the mooring system only

when r/R is less than 10, we chose the hurricane parameters during this period as the

average of tine step 5 and 6  Figure 4.10!. hP = 82mb, V, = 11knots and R = 15nm.

The hurricane track direction at shelf edge crossing is 140 degrees. The reference &arrM: is

selected as in Figure 4.11. The original point is longitude 90'30 and latitude 28'2S . The

simulation began when r/R was 10, ended when the hurricane center reached land or the

MODU stopped or, collision happened.

Several different simulation settings were used in the parametric and sensitivity study:

1. The hurricane tracks are assumed to be either straight or curved;

2. Either Airy wave theory or Stokes 5th wave theory is used to calculate the wave

kinematics;

3. The MODU is assumed to be either in free floating or in dragging condition after the

mooring system fails; and

4. The MODU has different mooring strength and is located in different places.
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4.49 Analysis of the Parametric Study Results

Several simulations with different combinations of tracks and wave theory assumptions

were performed. The results are sumrrmiM in Table 4.4 to Table 4.8. The results include

different combinations of assumptions and the pmbabiTities of mooring system failure and

the probability of coHision, in detail, the probabilities of coHision with the Grst 5 largest

target structures axe also presented.

Table 4.5 and 4.6 presents a comparison of the results &om different assumptions of

hurricane tracks  curved and straight! and wave theory  Airy and Stokes! used to calculate

the environmental loads. The results shows that the combination of simulation setting 2,

"Straight line" assumption and Stokes theory, has the Largest probabiTity of coHision while

combination of setting 3, "Curve" assumption and Airy theory, has the least probability of

coHision. The results from setting l and 4 are very close. This may imply that Straight Line

assumption and Stokes theory have the effects of increasing the probabiTities of coHision

while the curved track. assumption and Airy theory have the effects of decreasing the

probabilities of coHision. The curved track model and Stokes theory to determine the wave

kinematics provide a reasonable modeL

Table 4.4 are the results &om the assumption of MODU in &ee floating condition while

Table 4.5 are the results &om the assumption of MODU in dragging condition. From the

results, it can be seen that in a large structure density area, the probability of collision may

decrease greatly if anchors are designed to drag prior to any mooring line breaking since in



this case the MODU will not move far. However, if the MODU is to be located near

subsea structures that could be damaged by a dragging anchor, the operator may use pile

anchors or oversized drag anchors to cause the mooring lines to break first.

Table 4.5 Collision Probability in Free-Floating Condition

MODU NAME

Moorin S em

Zane Barnes

Simulation Settin 1:

Track T Simulation Number.Line

Time Ste 1 Hour

P3% P4% P5% PmP1% Pc

28 170 1.9 0.02 1.8 0.8 8.7%

Simulation Settin 2:

LineTrack T S imul ation Number.

Stokes Time St 1 Hour

XM YM P5%Num. De . P1% P2% P3% P4% Pc

40 170 1.18 028 0.42 10.03% 4.26%

Simulation Settin 3:

Curve

1 Hour

Simulation Result

De . P3% P4% P5% Pm Pe

17028 0.02 0.12 0.06 3.3% 1.42%

Simulation Settin 4:

Track S irnulation Number.

Stokes Time Ste

YM De . P1% P2% P3% P4% P5% Pe

40 170 1.58 0.2 0 0.42 0.08 5.3%

121

Wave Th

Simulation Result

Wave Theo

Simulation Result

Track T

Wave Theo

Wave Theo

Simulation Result

P1% P2%

0.92 0.14

Number of Moorin Lines:

Number of Breakin Lines:

Simulation Number.

Time St



Table 4.6 Collision Pmbability in Dragging Condition

MODU NAME

Moorin S stem

Mean ts:

Zaire Barnes

Number of Moorin Lines:

Number of Sreakin Lines:

Simulation Settrn 1:

Track T

Wave Th

Simulation Number.

Time S

Line 3000

1 Hour

Pc

40 28 170 2.34 0.04 0 0.36 0 8.67% 2.78%

Simulation Settin 2:

Track T

Wave Th

Simulation Number.

Time S

Line

Stokes 1 Hour

Simulation Result

Num XM YM De . P1% P2% P3% P4% Pc

40 170 2.24 0.02 0 0.5 10.02% 2.8%28

Simulation Sett in 3:

Track T

Wave Th

Simulation Result

Num XM YM

Simulation Number.

Time St

Curve

Ai 1 Hour

De . P1%

170

P2% P3% P4%

0,06 0,02 0.08

P5% Pm Pc

3.26% 1,16%

Simulation Sett in 4:

Track Simulation Number.

Time StWave Th

Simulation Result

Stakes 1 Hour

YM De . P1% P2% P3%Num. XM P4% P5%

0.02 0

Pc

170 1.6 6.5% 1.62%
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Simulation Result

Num. XM YM De . P1% P2% P3% P4% P5% Pm



Table 4.7 Collision Probability vs. Mooring Capacity Simuhtion Results

MODU NAME
Simulation Settin

Zane Barnes

S irnulation Number. 3000
Stokes 1 HourTime St

Moorin S tern 1:

Mean ts: Number of Moorin Lines: 8

Number of Breakin Lines: 8750

Sirnuhtion Result

Num XM YM D . P1% P2% P3% P4% P5% Pm Pc
1 40 28 170 2.1 0.08 0 1.04 0.1 8.2% 3.5%
Moorln S tern 2:

Mean ts: 3500 Number of Moorin Lines: 8

Number of Breakin Lines: 8
Simulation Result

Num XM YM Be . P1% P2% F3% P4% F5% Prn Pc
1 40 28 170 0.64 0.06 0 2.3 0.48 10.2% 3.82%
Moorin S tern 3:

4500 Number of Marin Lines:

Number of Breakin Lines:1300

Simulation Result

Num XM YM De . P1% F2% P3% P4% P5% Pm Pc
1 40 28 170 1.74 0,1 0 0,4 0.04 S% 2.36%
Moorin S stem 4:

2500

750

Simulation Result

Num XM YM De . P1% P2% P3% P4% P5% Pm Pc
1 40 28 170 2.14 0.02 0 0.06 0 8.3% 2.22%
Moorin S stem 5:

Mean ts: 3500

Simulation Result

Num XM YM De . P1% F2% F3% P4% F5% Pm Pc
1 40 28 170 1.28 0 0 0.06 0 6.3% 1.34%
Moorin S tern 6:

Mean ts: 4500

1300

Simulation Result

Num XM YM De . P1% F2% P3% P4% P5% Prn Pc
1 40 28 170 0.84 0.02 0 0 0 4.S% 0.86%
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Track T

Wave Th

Number of Moorin Lines: 8

Number of Breakin Lines: 6

Number of Moorin Lines:

Number of Breakin Lines:

Number of Moorin Lines: 8
Number of Breakin Lines: 6



Table 4.8 Strategy Simulation Result in Free Floating Condition

MODU NAME

Muorin S em

Mean ts:

Zane Barnes

3500 Number of Motxin Liner.

Number of Breakin Lines:

Simulation Settin

Track T

Wave

Simulation Number.

Time SStokes 1 Hour

Simulation Result

Nuru XM YM De . P1% P2% P3% P4% P5% Ptu Pe

40 38 99 0.39 1.23 0 0.27 0.09 7.05% 2.91%

47.07 35.07 120 0.3 0.48 0.78 0.09 0.03 S.95% 2.4%

50 28 17 0.72 0.21 0.57 0.27 0.12 6.95% 2.16%

47.07 20.9 220 0.69 0.03 0.09 0.6 0.24 S.75% 1.SZ%

240 0 15 018 0.87 0.81 6.S5% 2.22%

0.81 1.05 6.2% 2.31%32.9 20.9 220 0.06 0

30 28 3.3 0

0.03 0

170 0 S.S% 3.3%

6.2% 9.5l%32.9 35.07 120 0 3.3 0

170 2.01 0.09 040 28 0.48 0.03 S.d5% 2.67%

Table 4.7 summarize the results from different assumed mooring capacities given a curved

storm track and Stokes theory to calculate wave kinematics. The mean value of the

mooring capacity was changed from the specified normal value of 3500 kips up and down

30%  upper range largest reasonable mooring strength!. The collision probability remains

almost the sarm. Within this range, the mooring strength is not important to the collision

probability. It is found that anything more intense than about a one year hurricane storm

will cause breakaways. The difference in mooring strength only results in a different



MODU moving route. In high structure density areas, it seems that mooring strength is

not important to the colhsion probabiTtty. However, when the surrounding structures are

far Som the MODU, this difference may change the prohabiTity of collision a ht. In this

case, it is still useful to test the various mooring systems for different mooring strength.

Table 4.9 Strategy Simu1ation Result in Dragging Condition

MODU NAME

Moorin S em

Zane Barnes

Number of Moorin Lines:3500

Number of Breakin Lines:

Simulation Settin

Track T

Wave 11t

Curve Simulation Number:

Time Ste:Stokes 1 Hour

Simulation Result

Num XM YM De . P1% P2% P3% P4% P5% Fm Pc

99 012 G18 038 6.6% 0.36%

47.07 35.07

50 28

47.07 20.9

120 0 0.24 0

0.48 0

5.7% 0.36%

5.7% 0.54%

S.F% 0.12%

170 0.06 G

22G 0.06 0.06 0

18 240 0

22G 0

170 0

120 0

0.12 0.06 4.9% 0.24%

32.9 20.9 0.9 0.12 7% 1.2%

30 28 3.42 0 6.3% 3.42%

6.3% 2.94%

6.1% 1.14%

32.9 35.07

28 170 1.14 0

Table 4.8 and 4.9 summarize results from the effect of another important factor, the

MODU site. User inputs the best preferred MODU siting place and the acceptable radius

of siting area. The program automatically calculates the collision probability at eight

orientations within the acceptable area.  Figure 4.12!. The results give a suggestion on

where to locate the MODU to have the least risk of collision with surrounding facilities.



Figure 4.12 Changing MODU's Site

The results show that the collision probability is very sensitive to the location of the large

target structures around the MODU. The target structures in this study are all located to

the North-West of the MODU  Figure 4.11!. It is obvious that locations 1, 2, 7, 8  Figure

4.12! have the largest coHision probability while location 4 has the least coHision

probabiTity. In the area where the target structures are not located in a regular pattern, it

wouM be very dif6cult to determine where to site the MODU to have the least risk. In

such cases, the results &om the simulation program could be of great help in identifying

the best MODU location.


